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Please Note
These "Technical Tips" help sheets aim to answer commonly asked questions in a concise
and informative manner - they are for advice & guidance only and do not replace any of the
manuals or other literature supplied with our products.

Device cannot be seen on certain Subnets/IP Address ranges, eg : 192.168.9.???/192.168.11.???
Product : CCT706

Tip Classification
1. DVRs

2. Networking

Problem :

Copyright SystemQ Ltd

Upgrade CCT706 BIOS to v2.00

This bios can be downloaded from :

www.systemq.com/web/file/bios/cct706/cct706bios2.zip

You will need a small capacity USB memory stick formatted as either FAT
or FAT32.  You cannot use a large capacity stick formatted as NTFS.  If the
update fails with an error message please try reformatting the stick.

We know of several users that have experienced difficulties using certain
sticks and chipset compatability is known to be a problem.

Unzip the attached file to the memory stick such that you can see the files
listed in an 'Update' folder.  This is important as the 706 expects to find this
folder on the memory stick

There should only be one folder level, not two, so for example... if your
memory stick appears on your PC as drive letter E: then  "E:\Update" is
correct, whereas "E:\Update\Update" is wrong.

Perform the upgrade as follows....

1.  Stop the unit recording by pressing the "Stop" button
2.  Plug the stick into the front of the 706
3.  Wait 20 seconds
4.  Access the menus and navigate to 'Advanced'  then 'Software Update'
5.  Ensure Update Method is set to 'USB'
6.  Navigate to 'Start Update' & press Enter

The update should start displaying a message while performing the update
after which the machine
reboots applying new factory defaults.  You now need to reconfigure
manually and should see
that the menus, particularly the 'Network' options, have completely
changed.

- - - End - - -
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